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BACKGROUND: The traditional measure used to evaluate QC performance is the probability of rejecting an analytical run that contains a critical out-of-control error condition. The probability of rejecting an analytical run, however, is not affected by changes in QC-testing frequency. A different performance measure is necessary to assess the impact of the frequency of QC testing.

METHODS: I used a statistical model to define in-control and out-of-control processes, laboratory testing modes, and quality control strategies.

RESULTS: The expected increase in the number of unacceptable patient results reported during the presence of an undetected out-of-control error condition is a performance measure that is affected by changes in QC-testing frequency. I derived this measure for different out-of-control error conditions and laboratory testing modes and showed that a worst-case expected increase in the number of unacceptable patient results reported can be estimated. The laboratory thus has the ability to design QC strategies that limit the expected number of unacceptable patient results reported.

CONCLUSIONS: To assess the impact of the frequency of QC testing on QC performance, it is necessary to move beyond thinking in terms of the probability of accepting or rejecting analytical runs. A performance measure based on the expected increase in the number of unacceptable patient results reported has the dual advantage of objectively assessing the impact of changes in QC-testing frequency and putting focus on the quality of reported patient results rather than the quality of laboratory batches.
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One of the big issues confronting today’s clinical laboratories is the desire to objectively address the question of how frequently QC testing should be performed (1). The traditional approach to assessing quality control performance is based on the probability of rejecting an out-of-control analytical run, where analytical run is defined as the group of patient specimens for which a decision about control status is being made (2). The probability of rejecting an analytical run depends on the QC rule that is applied, the number of QC sample results used by the rule, and the true state of the testing process—whether the process is in control or the degree to which it is out of control. The probability of rejecting an analytical run, however, does not depend on the frequency of QC testing. It only answers the question, Given that a QC rule is evaluated, what is the probability of a QC rejection?

To objectively address questions related to the frequency of QC testing, an alternative performance measure is needed. Ideally, the performance measure should focus on the quality of individual patient results and should be affected by changes in the frequency of QC testing. A number of possible performance measures could meet the dual requirements of being influenced by changes in the frequency of QC testing and reflecting the quality of reported patients’ results. The purpose of this article is to define and evaluate one such quality control performance measure: the expected increase in the number of unacceptable patient results reported during the existence of an undetected out-of-control error condition. I derived the performance measure under different laboratory testing modes and assuming different characteristics for the out-of-control error condition. I then used the performance measure to assess the impact of changes in the frequency of QC testing in addition to changes in the number of QC samples tested and the QC rules applied. Finally, I showed how the performance measure can be used to design optimal QC strategies.
Materials and Methods

The findings presented here are based on a statistical model of the analytical testing process. The statistical model defines the in-control process, out-of-control processes, laboratory testing mode, and the quality control strategy.

A measurement procedure’s in-control state is modeled by a gaussian distribution of measurement errors around the true concentration of a sample. It is assumed that the stable analytical imprecision of the measurement procedure is known at each QC concentration level; the analytical SD at other concentrations is obtained by linear interpolation. Out-of-control error conditions are traditionally modeled as either a systematic error (SE)\(^1\) or an increase in the stable analytical imprecision. For batch-mode processes, I considered both patient specimens and QC samples. The key concept from a quality control perspective is that the process is operating in batch units. A batch is either in control or out of control. QC rules applied to the QC samples in each batch determine whether to accept or reject a batch. For a continuous-mode process, patient specimens are tested in a continuous stream. Periodically, QC events occur. A QC event is defined as the point in the testing stream at which QC samples are measured and a QC decision is made. The key quality control concept for a continuous-mode process is that the process is operating in sample units, and an out-of-control error condition might occur at any point in the testing stream.

I investigated 2 different laboratory testing modes: batch-mode and continuous-mode processes. For a batch-mode process, a batch (analytical run) includes both patient specimens and QC samples. The key concept from a quality control perspective is that the process is operating in batch units. A batch is either in control or out of control. QC rules applied to the QC samples in each batch determine whether to accept or reject a batch. For a continuous-mode process, patient specimens are tested in a continuous stream. Periodically, QC events occur. A QC event is defined as the point in the testing stream at which QC samples are measured and a QC decision is made. The key quality control concept for a continuous-mode process is that the process is operating in sample units, and an out-of-control error condition might occur at any point in the testing stream.

I investigated 2 types of out-of-control error conditions. For batch-mode processes, I considered both intermittent and persistent out-of-control errors (3). An intermittent error affects only a single batch. Even if the QC rules fail to detect it, the intermittent out-of-control error condition does not carry over to the next batch. On the other hand, a persistent out-of-control error continues to affect subsequent batches until the error condition is detected. For continuous-mode processes, I considered only persistent error conditions. For the QC rules investigated here, I mathematically computed the probabilities of QC rule rejection using normal and \(\chi^2\) distribution functions (4). All computations were performed using the Matlab software package (The MathWorks Inc.).

The quality of a laboratory result is related to the magnitude of the difference between the true concentration of a sample and the value reported by the laboratory: \(E = X - = B + SE + RE \cdot e\), where \(X\) is the reported concentration, \(T\) is the true concentration, \(B\) is any inherent laboratory bias, \(SE\) is any undetected systematic error, \(RE\) is any undetected increase in stable analytical imprecision, and \(e\) is gaussian-distributed random measurement error reflecting the analytical SD, \(\sigma_a\), of the measurement procedure. In general, \(B\), \(SE\), \(RE\), and \(\sigma_a\) can all vary with concentration. Often, it is assumed that \(B\), \(SE\), and \(RE\) are constant multiples of \(\sigma_a\).

An unacceptable patient result is defined using the concept of total allowable error (5). Define total allowable error \((TE_a)\) as the magnitude of error that is considered unacceptable. The increase in the probability of producing an unacceptable patient result \((\Delta P_E)\) is computed as the probability that a result’s error exceeds \(TE_a\) in the presence of an out-of-control error condition minus the probability that a result’s error exceeds \(TE_a\) when the process is in control. Computation of \(\Delta P_E\) is described in more detail in an earlier report (6).

The following example of a laboratory test procedure is used throughout this article. There are 2 concentration levels of control material. One QC level has a concentration of 43 g/L with analytical SD 1.3 g/L and CV 3.0%. The other QC level has a concentration of 80 g/L with analytical SD 1.8 g/L (CV 2.25%). No inherent laboratory bias exists \((B = 0)\). The total allowable error for the test procedure is specified to be \(\pm 10\%\) of the true concentration in a sample.

Results

Laboratory testing modes and out-of-control error conditions investigated are illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1A depicts a batch testing process that experiences intermittent out-of-control error conditions. The horizontal dashed line denotes the in-control state. Each rectangle represents a batch of patient and control samples (analytical run). A shaded rectangle implies that the QC rules rejected the batch. The fourth batch is out of control, but the QC rules fail to detect it. Because of the intermittent nature of the out-of-control error condition, however, the error does not carry over to the next batch (even though it is not detected). Fig. 1B depicts a batch process with a persistent out-of-control error condition. Again, an out-of-control error occurs at the fourth batch, but the QC rules fail to detect it. In this case, the error persists in subsequent batches until a QC

\(^1\) Nonstandard abbreviations: SE, systematic error; RE, random error.
The expected increase in the number of unacceptable patient results reported during the existence of an undetected out-of-control error condition, $E(N_U)$, depends on the laboratory testing mode, the total allowable error specification, the distribution of patient results encountered by the laboratory, the magnitude of an out-of-control error condition, the number of QC samples measured at each QC event, the QC rules applied to the QC sample results, and the length of the interval between QC events (QC frequency). For a batch-mode process that experiences an intermittent out-of-control error condition,

$$E(N_U) = \Delta P_E(1 - P_{ED})E(N_R).$$

In this equation, $\Delta P_E$ represents the increase in the probability of producing unacceptable patient results because of the presence of the out-of-control error condition, $P_{ED}$ the probability of a QC rule rejection, and $E(N_R)$ the expected number of patient specimens tested in the analytical run. For a batch-mode process with a persistent out-of-control error condition,

$$E(N_U) = \Delta P_E(ARL_{ED} - 1)E(N_R).$$

$ARL_{ED}$ is the average run length to error detection (the average number of batches that are processed before a QC rule rejection occurs).

For a continuous-mode process using bracketed QC that encounters a persistent out-of-control error condition,

$$E(N_U) = \Delta P_E[(ARL_{ED} - 1)E(N_R) - (1 - P_1)(E(N_R) - E(N_0))].$$

$E(N_0)$ is the expected number of patient results produced between the time an out-of-control error condition occurs and the next QC event, and $P_1$ is the probability of a QC rule rejection at the first QC event after the out-of-control error condition occurs.

In the above equations, $\Delta P_E$ is a function of the magnitude of the out-of-control error condition and the total allowable error specification; $P_{ED}$, $P_1$, and $ARL_{ED}$ depend on the magnitude of the out-of-control error condition and the power of the QC rule; and $E(N_0)$ depends on the interval length between QC events. More detail regarding the derivations of the above equations is given in the Supplemental Appendix, which accompanies the online version of this article at http://www.clinchem.org/content/vol54/issue12.

Fig. 2 plots $E(N_U)$ as a function of the magnitude of a systematic out-of-control error condition for the 3 cases. Two QC samples are measured in each batch (or each QC event) and a $Z_{1.96}/S_{2.81}$ QC rule is applied to the 2 QC sample results. This QC rule tests the mean and sample SD of the standardized QC results and is equivalent to a mean/range rule when testing 2 QC samples. The QC rule more fully described in the Supplemental Appendix. The false-rejection probability ($P_{f}$) for this rule is 0.01. In all 3 cases, $E(N_U)$ starts at 0 when the process is in control, increases as the magnitude of the out-of-control error condition increases, reaches a maximum value, and then decreases back to 0 for increasingly larger out-of-control
error conditions. The maximum value attained by $E(N_U)$ corresponds to the worst-case situation for the associated QC strategy.

Consider setting performance goals for a QC strategy by specifying a maximum allowable value for $E(N_U)$; for example, $E(N_U) < 1.0$. Then the laboratory’s task is to design QC strategies (frequency of QC testing, number of QCs measured, QC rules applied) that meet the performance claim. Among alternative QC strategies that meet the performance claim, the laboratory can select the one deemed optimal. For instance, a laboratory might consider choosing the QC strategy that meets its desired quality claim but at the lowest QC utilization rate.

Define QC utilization rate as the ratio of the number of QC samples tested at each QC event divided by the number of patient specimens tested between QC events. There are 2 ways that utilization rate can be modified: change the number of QC samples measured at each QC event (change the numerator) or change the number of patient specimens measured between QC events (change the denominator). Fig. 3 compares the 2 approaches to changing QC utilization while striving to maintain a quality control performance claim; $E(N_U) < 1.0$. Curve C1 is the continuous-mode bracketed QC case shown in Fig. 2, which tests 2 QC samples at each QC event and 50 patient specimens between QC events. Keeping the number of patient specimens between QC events at 50 but reducing the number of QC samples measured at each QC event from 2 to 2 causes the peak $E(N_U)$ value to greatly exceed the desired maximum value of 1.0 (curve C3). Alternatively, increasing the number of patient specimens between QC events from 50 to 57 while continuing to test 2 QC samples at each QC event results in a peak $E(N_U)$ value that approaches but does not exceed the desired maximum value of 1.0 (curve C2). Thus, in this case, by increasing the number of patient specimens tested between QC events from 50 to 57, the laboratory could reduce the QC utilization rate by 14% while maintaining its performance claim.

Table 1 demonstrates the impact on QC utilization rate when changing various quality control design parameters for a continuous-mode bracketed QC strategy. For all cases shown in Table 1, the QC strategy has been designed so that the maximum value of $E(N_U)$ never exceeds 1.0. In each case, the number of patient specimens tested between QC events ($N_B$) has been set to the maximum value that meets the $E(N_U)$ requirement. The first 2 rows of the table compare the effect of QC rule choice. For the $Z_{1.96}/S_{2.81}$ rule with 2 QC samples per QC event ($N_Q = 2$), 57 patient specimens can
be tested between QC events while meeting the quality claim that \( E(N_U) \) never exceeds 1.0. For the \( 1.281 \) QC rule (reject if any QC result is more than 2.81 SDs from target), only 34 patient specimens can be tested between QC events and still meet the quality claim.

Comparing rows 1 and 3 of Table 1 shows the impact of changing the number of QC samples evaluated at each QC event. The \( 3.0/2.25 \) rule with 4 QC samples has the same false-rejection probability as the \( 2.6/1.9 \) rule with 2 QC samples (0.01). For the \( 2.6/1.9 \) rule with 4 QC samples, however, only 70 patient specimens can be tested between QC events and still maintain the quality claim that \( E(N_U) \) never exceeds 1.0. Thus, the \( 3.0/2.25 \) rule with 4 QC samples has a lower QC utilization rate (2/57 vs 4/70) while providing the same level of quality. Comparing rows 1 and 4 shows the effect of decreasing the false-rejection probability of a QC rule. The last 3 rows evaluate the impact of a decrease in the stable analytical imprecision of the measurement procedure by approximately 15%.

### Discussion

A quality control performance measure can serve many roles. It can be used to evaluate and compare alternative QC strategies. It can be used to assist in designing a QC strategy that meets performance requirements specified by the laboratory or others. It can be used by the laboratory to communicate to its customers the level of quality it is able to ensure. Last, it can be used to gain insight into what makes a good QC strategy and why.

The traditional quality control performance measure used by the laboratory to design and evaluate quality control strategies is based on the probability of a QC rule rejection. The probability of a QC rule rejection depends on the choice of QC rule, the number of QC results used in the rule, and the true state of the process. However, one of the major quality control issues facing today’s laboratory has nothing to do with how many QC samples should be tested or what QC rules should be used; rather, it has to do with how frequently QC testing should be performed. The dilemma is that changes in the frequency of QC testing have no effect on the probability of a QC rule rejection. Thus, the performance measure used by most laboratories provides no help or guidance with respect to determining an appropriate QC testing frequency.

One of the goals of this work was therefore to identify and evaluate a quality control performance measure that is affected by changes in QC testing frequency. Additionally, I selected a performance measure that assessed QC performance in terms directly related to the quality of reported patient results. A performance measure that meets both of these goals is the expected increase in the number of unacceptable patient results during the existence of an undetected out-of-control error condition, \( E(N_U) \). Additionally, this performance measure is sensitive to laboratory testing mode (batch vs continuous) and the nature of the out-of-control error condition (intermittent vs persistent).

For the laboratory testing modes examined here, as the magnitude of the out-of-control error condition increases, \( E(N_U) \) increases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases (Fig. 2). For very small out-of-control error conditions, there is a low likelihood of detecting the error state quickly, but the probability of producing unacceptable results is also extremely low. For very large out-of-control error conditions, the probability of producing unacceptable patient results is high, but the likelihood that the error state is detected the first time it is encountered is also extremely high. Somewhere in between these 2 extremes is the worst case, in which the out-of-control error is large enough that the probability of producing unacceptable results is more substantial, but the error is still small enough that it is difficult to detect the error state the first time it is encountered. The magnitude of the out-of-control error

### Table 1. The QC utilization rate \( (N_Q/N_B) \) for various QC strategies that meet the restriction \( E(N_U) \leq 1.0 \).a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QC rule</th>
<th>( P_{fr} )</th>
<th>( N_Q )</th>
<th>( N_B )</th>
<th>( N_Q/N_B )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( Z_{1.98}/S_{2.81} )</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z_{1.98}/S_{2.81} )</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z_{1.98}/S_{2.81} )</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z_{2.46}/S_{3.48} )</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z_{2.46}/S_{3.48} )</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z_{2.46}/S_{3.48} )</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z_{2.46}/S_{3.48} )</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* \( N_Q \), number of QC samples tested per QC event; \( N_B \), number of patient specimens tested between QC events; \( E(N_U) \), undetected out-of-control error condition.

* \( P_{fr} \), false-rejection probability.
condition where \( E(N_U) \) peaks and the value of \( E(N_L) \) at its peak will depend on many factors, including laboratory testing mode, total allowable error specification, the nature of the out-of-control error condition, and the power of the QC rules.

The expected increase in the number of unacceptable patient results reported for a batch-mode process with a persistent out-of-control error condition (Fig. 2, curve B) is always greater than for the same batch-mode process experiencing an intermittent out-of-control error (Fig. 2, curve A). The largest difference between the curves is for relatively small out-of-control error conditions where the probability of detecting the error state in the first batch is relatively low. For an intermittent error condition, failure to detect the error state in the first (and only) batch with error incurs no further increase in unacceptable patient results in subsequent batches, whereas for a persistent error condition, repeated failure to detect the error condition increases the number of unacceptable patient results reported.

\( E(N_L) \) for a batch-mode process with a persistent out-of-control error condition (Fig. 2, curve B) is also always greater than \( E(N_L) \) for a continuous-mode process with the same persistent out-of-control error condition (Fig. 2, curve C). For a continuous-mode process, because the error condition can occur at any point in the testing stream, the expected number of patient specimens affected by the error condition in the first bracket that contains the error condition will be less than the total number of patient specimens contained in the bracket. For batch-mode processes, all patient specimens in an out-of-control batch are affected by the error condition.

Note that because \( E(N_U) \) has a well-defined maximum, the laboratory can design QC strategies that limit the worst-case performance of the strategy without having to worry about what magnitude of out-of-control error condition might occur. There is no need to compute a critical out-of-control error condition. Note also that if it is reasonable to assume that a laboratory’s testing process may be susceptible to persistent out-of-control error conditions as well as intermittent out-of-control error conditions, then the laboratory should design its QC strategies assuming persistent error conditions, because they are associated with a larger expected increase in number of unacceptable reported results.

Using \( E(N_U) \), one approach to selecting an optimal QC strategy is to seek the strategy with lowest QC utilization rate among all those that can make a claim that \( E(N_U) \) never exceeds some specified level. As seen in Fig. 3, the ability to fine-tune the QC utilization rate to meet a specified maximum allowable value for \( E(N_U) \) is more readily achieved by changing the number of patient specimens tested between QC events, rather than changing the number of QC samples that are measured at each QC event. Table 1 illustrates some of the many types of QC design decisions that can be addressed in an objective, quantifiable manner in terms of \( E(N_U) \) and QC utilization rate.

In summary, when QC performance is based on the expected increase in the number of unacceptable reported patient results, the impact of the frequency of QC testing can be objectively assessed. Additionally, performance is assessed in terms of the quality of reported patient results rather than the quality of laboratory testing. Finally, QC strategies can be designed to protect against worst-case scenarios that don’t require specifying the magnitude of a critical out-of-control error condition.
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